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Hubu Alley reopens
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Sino-US Health Industrial
Park to be built
By Huang Ying

By Liu Hui

Endless visitors at Huhu Alley

Businessman in the interview

Visitors queue for local food.

Hubu Alley, a
backstreet popular with
tourists for local food and
eateries, is now open for
trial operation after closing
in April for renovations.
The alley has been
made much wider, shop
signs are now unified in
style, and the architecture
has undergone major rework, with new gray-white
walls, black tiles and
atavistic eaves. The old
pavilion in the alley and
the gates at the entrance
have been dismantled, and
an even, paved road has
replaced the oft-greasy
slates.
A man from Yantai,

Shandong province, came
here to try Wuhan food. "It
looks very well-groomed,
with all the careful details,
like each of the air
conditioner external unit is
beautifully caged," he added.
The alley's renovation
is the initial stage of a
long-term plan, which will
see the alley integrated into
a grand Yellow Crane
Tower tourist zone. Local
government plans to revive
the prosperity of the main
street of the ancient
Hanyang Gate in stages.
The date for normal
operation depends on the
completion of surrounding
renovation projects.

5G covers major urban places
By Zhang Weina

With the launch of 5G
mobile phones, the 5G network
is covering more and more
areas of Wuhan. At present,
the 7th CISM Military World
Games venues, major business
circles, and some universities
now have been all included in
the 5G network coverage.
China Mobile announced
recently that students will be
able to enjoy 5G network
service via their 5G phones at
seven universities in the city,

including Wuhan University,
Huazhong Agricultural
University, South-Central
University for Nationalities,
China University of Geosciences
(Wuhan), Zhongnan University
of Economics and Law
(Yuemachang campus),
Huazhong University of Science
and Technology, and Wuhan
University of Technology
(Nanhu Campus).
Staff from China Mobile
revealed that they will set up

5G experience zones
simultaneously (one was set up
at Wuhan University on Aug.
23) at these universities to
allow students to try the superhigh speed of the 5G network.
Many other key places also
have been covered with 5G
network, such as Wuhan
Tianhe International Airport,
Hankou Railway Station,
Hanyang International Expo
Center, Wuhan Children's
Hospital, and Tongji Hospital.

Wuhan-Wisconsin Business
Cooperation Conference was held in
Wuhan on August 21. Over 40
delegates from the Wisconsin State
Government, the General Chamber of
Commerce, the biomedical and water
environment industrial associations,
and healthcare companies from home
and abroad attended. The Fortune
500 enterprise AbbVie, and Rockwell,
a top-10 automation company were
among the participants.
At the conference, 11 American
companies signed MoU with Wuhan
enterprises in the fields of
pharmaceuticals, healthcare and water
environment. According to a MoU
between Wuhan Dangdai Hongming
Industrial Park Management Co., Ltd.
and Perennial Growth Holdings LLC,
a Sino-US Health Industrial Park will
be built in Jiangxia District. The two
will cooperate in phytoextraction,
medical apparatus development and
water environment management.

Wuhan-style men's clothing
industry attracts more
out-of-town firms
By Gong Ping

The China Hanzheng Street
Apparel and Accessory Expo 2019
opened a couple of weeks ago
attracting distributors and buyers from
all parts of the country to see the
shows, select models and negotiate
with different parties. Organizers say
that data from the previous three
expos show sales of Wuhan-style
men's clothing for autumn and winter
wear have increased to 40 percent of
the market nationwide.
Zhou Qixiong, general manager
of a Wuhan-based men's wear
company, has found that in recent
years more firms from Guangzhou
and Hangzhou have opened branches
in Wuhan. Some Wuhan-style men's
clothing enterprises began to highlight
innovation and original design a few
years ago, which turns out to be a
good way to increase their production
capacity and attract more customers.

